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SUMMARY
We explore Earth’s elastic deformation response to ocean tidal loading (OTL) using kine-
matic Global Positioning System (GPS) observations and forward-modelled predictions across
South America. Harmonic coefficients are extracted from up to 14 yr of GPS-inferred receiver
locations, which we estimate at 5 min intervals using precise point positioning. We compare
the observed OTL-induced surface displacements against predictions derived from spherically
symmetric, non-rotating, elastic and isotropic (SNREI) Earth models. We also compare sets of
modelled predictions directly for various ocean-tide and Earth-model combinations. The vec-
tor differences between predicted displacements computed using separate ocean-tide models
reveal uniform-displacement components common to all stations in the South America net-
work. Removal of the network-mean OTL-induced displacements from each site substantially
reduces the vector differences between observed and predicted displacements. We focus on
the dominant astronomical tidal harmonics from three distinct frequency bands: semidiurnal
(M2), diurnal (O1) and fortnightly (Mf). In each band, the observed OTL-induced surface
displacements strongly resemble the modelled displacement-response patterns, and the resid-
uals agree to about 0.3 mm or better. Even with the submillimetre correspondence between
observations and predictions, we detect regional-scale spatial coherency in the final set of
residuals, most notably for the M2 harmonic. The spatial coherency appears relatively insensi-
tive to the specific choice of ocean-tide or SNREI-Earth model. Varying the load model or 1-D
elastic structure yields predicted OTL-induced displacement differences of order 0.1 mm or
less for the network. Furthermore, estimates of the observational uncertainty place the noise
level below the magnitude of the residual displacements for most stations, supporting our
interpretation that random errors cannot account for the entire misfit. Therefore, the spatially
coherent residuals may reveal deficiencies in the a priori SNREI Earth models. In particular,
the residuals may indicate sensitivity to regional deviations from standard globally averaged
Earth structure due to the presence of the South American craton.
Key words: Time-series analysis; Satellite geodesy; Tides and planetary waves; South
America.
1 INTRODUCTION
Tidal forces, generated primarily by gravitational interactions with
the moon and sun, deform the Earth both directly through the grav-
itational potential (body tides) and indirectly through the periodic
redistribution of fluid mass loading Earth’s surface (e.g. oceanic
and atmospheric load tides). The density and elastic structure of
Earth’s interior controls the spatiotemporal characteristics of the
deformation response; thus, observations of surface displacements
caused by the tidal potential and tidal loading may potentially be
exploited to study the material properties of the solid Earth (e.g.
Love 1909; Melchior 1983; Baker 1984; Bos et al. 2015).
Whereas body tides are long-wavelength phenomena that sam-
ple a large-scale average of Earth structure (e.g. Latychev et al.
2009), ocean tidal loads are shorter-wavelength features that probe
Earth’s material properties at finer spatial scales (e.g. Baker 1984;
Jentzsch 1997; Agnew 2015). Moreover, whereas the spatial dis-
tribution of amplitude and phase for body tides generally follows
that of the equilibrium tide derived directly from the gravitational
potential, ocean tides exhibit a complicated spatial pattern due to
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interactions with continental boundaries and bathymetry (e.g. Zahel
1997; Pugh&Woodworth 2014), thereby generating a rich spectrum
of deformation responses.
Seismology remains a primary means for investigating Earth’s
interior structure, but is also limited in its ability to distinguish
between variations in the two elastic moduli and density inside the
Earth. Separating the three unknown parameters contained within
measurements of body wave velocities necessarily involves scaling
laws and assumptions about Earth’s interior state (e.g. Dziewonski
& Anderson 1981), or additional information, such as normal mode
or surface wave data (Ishii & Tromp 1999; Lin et al. 2012), which
are limited in spatial resolution and/or depth extent. Alternatively,
ocean tidal loading (OTL) excites both elastic and gravitational
deformation responses in the Earth at a variety of wavelengths
that sample the crust and the upper mantle. Combinations of OTL-
response and seismic observations should allow the two elastic
moduli and the density to be independently constrained as a function
of depth.
Although Earth’s deformation response to OTL may be moni-
tored using a variety of techniques, including very long baseline
interferometry (VLBI), gravity, tilt, strain, and Global Position-
ing System (GPS)-inferred displacements (e.g. Baker 1980, 1984;
Baker et al. 1991, 1996; Petrov & Ma 2003; Pugh et al. 2011;
Yuan et al. 2013; Penna et al. 2015), the load Green’s functions
(LGFs) for tilt and strain decrease as r−2 from the load point, where
r is distance, and gravity and displacement LGFs decrease as r−1
from the load point. Thus, the gravitational and displacement re-
sponses are sensitive to a wider expanse of ocean loads and re-
gional solid Earth structure than tilt and strain (Baker 1984). In
addition, local inhomogeneities in mechanical properties limit the
effectiveness of using strain and tilt observations to investigate OTL
response (Baker 1984; Jentzsch 1997). VLBI installations measure
tidal response with high accuracy (Petrov & Ma 2003; Thomas
et al. 2007), but only a small number exist worldwide (King 2006).
GPS stations, in contrast, are now deployed extensively around the
globe and also measure tidal deformation very accurately. There-
fore, GPS has emerged as a preferred method for OTL-response
investigations (e.g. Schenewerk et al. 2001; King 2006; Thomas
et al. 2007; Ito & Simons 2011; Yuan & Chao 2012; Bos et al.
2015).
Recent studies have explored various GPS processing techniques
used to isolate tidal harmonic signals (e.g. King 2006; King et al.
2008; Penna et al. 2015). In particular, twomain strategies have been
proposed for extracting tidal harmonic information from GPS data:
static and kinematic. In the static approach, also referred to as the
harmonic parameter estimation approach (Penna et al. 2015), tidal
harmonic coefficients are estimated along with daily station posi-
tions as part of a static GPS solution, generally using precise point
positioning (PPP) or network estimation techniques (e.g. Schenew-
erk et al. 2001; Allinson et al. 2004; King 2006; Thomas et al. 2007;
Yuan & Chao 2012; Yuan et al. 2013). Series of static solutions,
along with their full variance-covariance matrices, are subsequently
combined to derive the final estimates for the harmonic coefficients,
typically using a Kalman filter. For the kinematic approach, station
positions are estimated from the GPS data at sub-daily intervals,
without simultaneously estimating the OTL-induced displacements
(e.g. Khan & Tscherning 2001; King & Aoki 2003; King 2006;
Penna et al. 2015). A post-processing analysis is then performed
to extract harmonic coefficients from the kinematic time-series. We
adopt the kinematic approach in this study.
Since deformation responses induced by OTL depend on the
material properties of Earth’s interior, precise observations may
potentially be exploited to constrain solid-Earth structure. Moti-
vated by recent advancements in ocean-tide models and deploy-
ments of dense GPS networks, Ito & Simons (2011) were the first
to attempt to invert GPS-inferred observations of OTL-generated
surface displacements for one-dimensional profiles of the elastic
moduli and density through the crust and upper mantle beneath the
western United States. Their forward modelling procedure, how-
ever, neglected to account for the motion of the geocentre induced
by variations in the surface mass loads, which resulted in an in-
consistent mapping between observations and predictions (Blewitt
2003; Fu et al. 2012;Wu et al. 2012; Desai & Ray 2014). The use of
inconsistent reference frames introduced long-wavelength artefacts
into the displacement-response residuals, which critically biased the
analysis and results.
Furthermore, ocean-tide models have long been considered a
dominant source of error in predicting Earth’s response to OTL,
particularly near the coast (e.g. Francis & Mazzega 1990; Agnew
1997; Khan & Scherneck 2003; Bos & Baker 2005; Penna et al.
2008; Yuan &Chao 2012; Yuan et al. 2013). Citing the large coastal
errors, Yuan&Chao (2012) andYuan et al. (2013) opted to examine
OTL and body-tide response residuals only at GPS stations located
more than 150–200 km inland of the coast. Operating under the
assumption that, at the accuracy of their GPS observations, the OTL
prediction error could be neglected beyond 150–200 km of the
coast, they attributed continental-scale spatial coherency with non-
diminishing amplitudes exhibited by the inland residuals to possible
elastic and anelsatic deficiencies in the a priori body tide model.
They made no attempt to invert the residuals for perturbations to
their pre-assumed Earth model, however, claiming that sensitivity
to structure appears to be small compared with sources of error and
requires further investigation.
Penna et al. (2015) and Bos et al. (2015) recently completed
a study examining OTL-induced surface displacements in western
Europe using kinematic GPS processing methods. For the M2 har-
monic, they found statistically significant residual displacements
that exceeded the observational uncertainties of 0.2–0.4 mm, and
suggested that the discrepancy could be explained in large part by
accounting for mantle anelasticity and anisotropy.
Improving the ability to extract tidal harmonics from GPS data
and to forward-model Earth’s response to OTL not only enhances
the possibility of constrainingmaterial properties from observations
of Earth’s OTL-induced deformation, but also of better accounting
for the effects of loading response when examining other geodetic
signals of interest, such as aseismic transients. Here, we inves-
tigate the precision and spatiotemporal characteristics of observed
and predicted OTL-induced surface displacements across a regional
network of GPS stations in Brazil, Argentina, and Uruguay. Since
the tidal harmonics within a given tidal species exhibit similar pat-
terns (e.g. Pugh 1987), we focus our analysis on the dominant tides
from three distinct frequency bands: the principal lunar semidiurnal
tide (M2), which has a period of 12.42 hr; the principal lunar diurnal
tide (O1), which has a period of 25.82 hr; and the principal lunar
fortnightly tide (Mf), which has a period of 13.66 d. The global dis-
tributions of the tide amplitudes for the three harmonics are shown
in Fig. 1.
We begin by introducing our procedure for modelling OTL-
induced surface displacements and exploring the sensitivity of the
predicted deformation to a selection of ocean-tide and elastic Earth
models. We then transition into a discussion of the observational
methods and results. Finally, we compare the observed and pre-
dicted OTL-induced surface displacements and consider the impli-
cations of the residual displacements. Additional details of our GPS
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Figure 1. Spatial distribution of tide amplitudes based on the FES2012 ocean-tide model (Lyard et al. 2006; Carre`re et al. 2012) for the (a) principal lunar
semidiurnal harmonic, M2; (b) principal lunar diurnal harmonic, O1; and (c) principal lunar fortnightly harmonic, Mf. The black box in panel (a) outlines our
study area. Note also that the tides remain active beneath the floating ice shelves in Antarctica.
processing and harmonic analysis techniques are provided in the
Appendices.
2 PREDICT IONS
To predict Earth’s elastic displacement response to surface mass
loading, we convolve an ocean-tide model with displacement LGFs
that represent the response of a spherically symmetric, non-rotating,
elastic and isotropic (SNREI) Earth to a point load of unit mass.
The predicted surface displacements induced by OTL are given by
L(r, S, Z , ρsea) =
∫

ρsea(r
′)G(|r − r ′|, S) Z (r ′) d, (1)
where L is the complex-valued response of Earth at the observation
point r, ρsea is the density of sea water at the load point r′, G is the
Green’s function per kg load, and Z is the complex-valued height
of the ocean tide at the load point. The integral is taken over the
surface area of the oceans, . The LGFs depend on the angular
distance to the load as well as Earth structure, S, where the structure
is assumed SNREI (e.g. PREM). The LGFs are formed by spherical
harmonic combinations of load Love numbers, which are derived
from integrating the equations of motion through the layered Earth
structure with normal-traction boundary conditions applied at the
surface (Farrell 1973).We evaluate eq. (1) using software developed
in-house, LoadDef, which is parallelized and written in Python.
Initially, we compute the load Love numbers with respect to the
centre of mass of the solid Earth, known as the CE reference frame
(Blewitt 2003). The GPS orbit and clock products from our obser-
vational analysis, however, are provided in the CM reference frame,
which is referenced to the centre of mass of the entire Earth system
(including the solid Earth, oceans, and atmosphere) (Desai & Ray
2014). For investigations into Earth’s OTL response, predictions
and observations must be computed in the same reference frame;
otherwise, positioning errors of order 1 mm or more may arise (Fu
et al. 2012; Wu et al. 2012; Desai & Ray 2014). Thus, we transform
the degree-1 load Love numbers into the CM reference frame prior
to computation of the LGFs (Blewitt 2003; Agnew 2012; Wang
et al. 2012).
For the convolution (eq. 1), we adopt a station-centred template
grid, which simplifies the integration of the LGFs across individual
cells, easily facilitates the inclusion of multiple loading models, and
naturally allows us to refine the resolution of the integration mesh
near the station (Goad 1980; Agnew 1997, 2012). To develop the
template grid, we place a station at the pole of a spherical coordinate
system, where θ represents the polar angle and α represents the
azimuthal angle, and vary the resolution in polar angle as a function
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of distance to the station: θ = 0.001◦, or about 100 m, within
θ = 1◦; θ = 0.01◦ from θ = 1–10◦; θ = 0.1◦ from θ = 10–90◦;
andθ = 1.0◦ beyond θ = 90◦. For each θ in the mesh,α = 0.1◦.
To also refine the integration mesh around the coastline, we first
extrapolate the ocean model inland by one grid cell and then ap-
ply a land-sea mask. In the far-field, we define the land-sea mask
using ETOPO1, which provides global topographic and bathymet-
ric relief information at 1 arc-minute resolution (Amante & Eakins
2009). In the near-field (within 1.5◦ of a station), we use the Global
Self-consistent, Hierarchical, High-resolution Shoreline (GSHHS)
database at full resolution (Wessel & Smith 1996). Since ETOPO1
registers floating ice shelves as landmasses, but the tides remain
active in those regions (Fig. 6), we use the Scientific Committee on
Antarctic Research (SCAR) Antarctic Digital Database version 6.0
to define the Antarctic coastline. The value for seawater density in
eq. (1) should represent the density of ocean water at the seafloor
(Ray 2013); here, we adopt a uniform value of 1035 kg m−3.
LoadDef differs from most other OTL-response modelling soft-
ware in that it derives LGFs on-the-fly from an input Earth model,
rather than uses pre-computed LGFs from published tables. The
convolution portion of LoadDef, however, is modelled after, and
therefore not significantly different algorithmically from, the SPOTL
package (Agnew 2012) and both codes yield very similar results (to
within about 1–2 per cent for SPOTL version 3.3.0.2). Minor dif-
ferences arise from details of the coastline refinement, resolution of
the integration mesh, and values adopted for seawater density.
In addition to an SNREI Earth model, the forward model (eq. 1)
also requires the input of an ocean-tide model. One class of modern
ocean-tide models assimilates satellite altimetry and tide gauge data
into global hydrodynamic simulations. A second class of ocean-tide
models involves purely empirical developments, relying primarily
on satellite altimetry constraints. The models are often made avail-
able on regularly spaced latitude–longitude grids, with amplitude
and phase values supplied for up to 30 tidal harmonics or more.
The ocean-basin and Earth-rotational effects produce tidal circula-
tion systems, centred on points of zero tidal amplitude called am-
phidromes. Complicated ocean-land interactions present challenges
for global hydrodynamic modelling. Furthermore, altimetry satel-
lites, which provide some of the primary data for ocean-tide models,
have difficulty sampling at high latitudes and near coastlines. Thus,
the ocean tides are notoriously difficult to model, particularly in the
polar regions and shallow seas, as depicted in Fig. 2. The resolution
and accuracy of the ocean-tidemodels, however, have improved con-
siderably over the last decade (e.g. Ray 2013; Stammer et al. 2014).
To investigate the sensitivity of the predicted OTL-induced sur-
face displacements to changes in the ocean-tide model, Z, or SNREI
Figure 2. Differences in tide amplitude between the (a) FES2012 and GOT4.10, (b) FES2012 and TPX08-Atlas and (c) FES2012 and EOT11A ocean-tide
models for the M2 harmonic. The differences, denoted by the colour bar, represent the magnitude of vector differences between the complex-valued tide
amplitudes at each grid cell.
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Earth structure, S, we compare the vector differences, |L1 − L2|,
between pairs of forward models (eq. 1). For an individual tidal har-
monic, the OTL-induced displacements at a particular geographic
location may be represented by a closed ellipse in 3-D space and
traced out completely during each tidal period. To illustrate the har-
monic displacements graphically, we depict the combined east and
north displacement by a horizontal particle motion ellipse (PME)
and denote the vertical motion by the colour of the ellipse.
2.1 Ocean-tide model comparisons
Acknowledging the availability of a large number of ocean-tide
models, we opt for a representative sampling in the interest of
clarity. We consider FES2012 (Lyard et al. 2006; Carre`re et al.
2012), TPXO8-Atlas (Egbert & Erofeeva 2002; Egbert et al. 2010),
EOT11A (Savcenko & Bosch 2012) and GOT4.10 (Ray 1999,
2013). FES2012 and TPXO8-Atlas were generated from global
hydrodynamic simulations that assimilated tide gauge and satellite
altimetry data, whereas EOT11A and GOT4.10 rely primarily on
empirical altimetry observations. Moreover, the models FES2012,
TPXO8-Atlas and EOT11A include estimates for the fortnightly
astronomical tide, Mf. TPXO8-Atlas also has local tide models in-
corporated into its final solution.
As discussed in Desai & Ray (2014), a majority of altimetry-
based ocean-tide models do not yet account for the effects of
tide-induced geocentre variations on altimetric determinations of
ocean-tide heights. To the best of our knowledge, the four mod-
els considered here are no exception. Recently, however, the al-
timetry observations used to constrain GOT4.10 were adjusted
for tidal geocentre variations, culminating in an updated model:
GOT4.10c. To remain internally consistent in our comparisons
of ocean-tide models, we focus here on the four models that are
presumably uncorrected for geocentre variations (i.e. FES2012,
TPXO8-Atlas, EOT11A and GOT4.10), but include a basic assess-
ment of GOT4.10c with the Discussion.
Fig. 3 shows the vector differences between predicted OTL-
induced surface displacements as PMEs for the M2 tidal harmonic.
Figure 3. Particle motion ellipses (PMEs) depicting the vector differences between pairs of predicted OTL-induced surface displacements for the M2 tidal
harmonic computed using selected ocean-tide models: (a) FES2012 and TPXO8-Atlas, (b) FES2012 and GOT4.10, (c) FES2012 and EOT11A, (d) TPXO8-
Atlas and GOT4.10, (e) TPXO8-Atlas and EOT11A, and (f) GOT4.10 and EOT11A. In each case, we adopted PREM as the input SNREI Earth model. The size
and orientation of each ellipse represent the displacement differences for the horizontal components, with a reference ellipse shown in the lower right corner
of each panel; the colour of each ellipse represents the displacement difference for the vertical component (upper colour bar). The lower colour bar depicts
the M2 tide amplitude difference between each model pair (Fig. 2). Ellipses outlined in black denote stations that recorded more than 1000 d of data during
our study period; ellipses outlined in white indicate stations that recorded fewer than 1000 d of data during our study period. Although the forward-modelled
results shown here do not depend on data length, we identify the short-record stations for later comparison with the observational results.
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Figure 4. Same as Fig. 3, but with the common-mode component (network-mean OTL-induced displacement) removed across the network. The common-mode
ellipse that was subtracted from all stations is shown in the black-box inset of each panel. Note the large residuals remaining near the Amazon river delta and
Patagonian shelf, which are notoriously difficult regions to constrain in the development of the ocean-tide models. Due to the large uncertainties, we remove
stations immediately adjacent to Patagonia and the mouth of the Amazon from our analysis.
Note the spatial coherency in size and orientation of many of the
ellipses, suggesting the presence of a uniform OTL-induced dis-
placement, or ‘common-mode’, component that is constant across
the entire network. In the context of this manuscript, a common-
mode component refers to a constant OTL-response amplitude and
a constant OTL-response phase-lag that are common to all stations
in the network for a particular tidal harmonic (not to be confused
with a network-averaged displacement removed from a geodetic
time-series). For example, a comparison of FES2012 with TPXO8-
Atlas (Fig. 3, panel a) reveals ellipses oriented primarily in the
north–south direction, with non-diminishing amplitudes inland of
the coast. Removing the network-mean OTL-induced displacement
from each station significantly reduces the magnitude of the differ-
ences, as depicted in Fig. 4.
With the common-mode component removed, regions of
enhanced ocean-tide model uncertainties appear prominently.
Unsurprisingly, the coastal areas around the Amazon river delta and
Patagonian shelf, which are difficult to constrain with satellite al-
timetry and difficult to model hydrodynamically, exhibit substantial
inter-model discrepancies (Fig. 4).We therefore exclude nineteen of
the most severely affected stations, located immediately adjacent to
Patagonia and the mouth of the Amazon, from all of our subsequent
analysis.
In Fig. 5, we show the root-mean-square (RMS) differences be-
tween pairs of displacement-response predictions for the M2, O1
and Mf tidal harmonics. The hatching on the bars denotes the RMS
differences after the common-mode component has been removed
(see also Table 1). Note that a substantial portion of the differences
between models may be explained by the common mode. For the
horizontal components of the M2 harmonic, in particular, removing
the network-mean OTL-induced displacement reduces the sensitiv-
ity to choice of ocean-tide model by up to several folds and, in some
cases, even reduces it to below the sensitivity to some choices of
SNREI Earth model (cf. Fig. 9, Tables 1 and 2).
The RMS values represent the network-averaged discrepancies
between predicted OTL-induced surface displacements derived us-
ing different ocean-tide models. A total of 97 stations were used
in the computation of the RMS statistics, after the exclusion of the
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Figure 5. Root-mean-square (RMS) differences between pairs of predicted OTL-induced surface displacements for the South America network made using
different ocean-tide models. The hatching on the bars illustrates the RMSmisfits after a common-mode component (network-mean OTL-induced displacement)
was removed from all stations. The models considered include FES2012 (FES), TPXO8-Atlas (TPXO), EOT11A (EOT) and GOT4.10 (GOT). The ordering of
the legend corresponds directly to the ordering of the bars in the figure. Note that the GOT4.10 model does not include the Mf harmonic. In each comparison,
we adopted PREM as the input SNREI Earth model. As with all RMS statistics presented in this manuscript, we exclude stations immediately adjacent to
Patagonia and the mouth of the Amazon as well as stations that recorded less than 1000 d of data.
Table 1. RMS differences between pairs of predicted OTL-induced surface displacements for various ocean-tide models after removal of the common-mode
component. The values listed in the table correspond to the hatched bars in Fig. 5. In each comparison, we adopted PREM as the input SNREI Earth model.
Note that the GOT4.10 model does not include the Mf harmonic.
Ocean-tide model comparisons
East (mm) North (mm) Vertical (mm)
M2 O1 Mf M2 O1 Mf M2 O1 Mf
FES2012 – TPXO8-Atlas 0.038 0.017 0.008 0.064 0.023 0.010 0.190 0.068 0.023
FES2012 – GOT4.10 0.031 0.012 – 0.037 0.011 – 0.108 0.036 –
FES2012 – EOT11A 0.049 0.020 0.007 0.046 0.012 0.010 0.121 0.043 0.023
TPXO8-Atlas – GOT4.10 0.050 0.014 – 0.053 0.022 – 0.135 0.066 –
TPXO8-Atlas – EOT11A 0.052 0.025 0.008 0.060 0.024 0.007 0.178 0.065 0.014
GOT4.10 – EOT11A 0.070 0.019 – 0.050 0.014 – 0.125 0.046 –
Patagonian and Amazon stations as well as stations that recorded
less than 1000 d of data. Although the forward models are unaf-
fected by data length and quality, we elect to remove the short-record
stations from all RMS computations in order to allow direct compar-
isons with observational residuals (shown later). Unless specified
otherwise, we continue to show the PMEs for stations that recorded
less than 1000 d of data, but we distinguish them by white out-
lines (e.g. Figs 3 and 4). The supporting information contains the
tabulated results for all stations, regardless of the receiver location
or amount of recorded data.
2.2 SNREI Earth model comparisons
We now explore discrepancies between predicted OTL-induced
surface displacements computed using four reference Earth mod-
els: PREM (Dziewonski & Anderson 1981), STW105 (Kustowski
et al. 2008), AK135f (Kennett et al. 1995; Montagner & Kennett
1996) and SNA (Grand & Helmberger 1984). PREM, STW105
and AK135f represent globally averaged structure, whereas SNA
represents stable continental shield structure. Below approximately
1000 km depth, SNA assumes the structural properties of AK135f.
For PREM, STW105 and AK135f, we replaced the water layer at
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Table 2. RMS differences between pairs of predicted OTL-induced surface displacements for selected SNREI Earth models. For each comparison, we adopted
the FES2012 ocean model. The values listed in the table correspond to the bars in Fig. 9.
SNREI Earth-model comparisons
East (mm) North (mm) Vertical (mm)
M2 O1 Mf M2 O1 Mf M2 O1 Mf
PREM – STW105 0.138 0.026 0.004 0.074 0.033 0.004 0.112 0.018 0.003
PREM – AK135f 0.023 0.003 0.001 0.020 0.006 0.001 0.060 0.011 0.001
PREM – SNA 0.032 0.010 0.001 0.040 0.013 0.002 0.045 0.009 0.001
STW105 – AK135f 0.125 0.026 0.004 0.069 0.029 0.003 0.118 0.018 0.003
STW105 – SNA 0.139 0.033 0.004 0.094 0.043 0.006 0.145 0.025 0.004
AK135f – SNA 0.046 0.010 0.001 0.053 0.018 0.003 0.061 0.011 0.002
(A) (B) (C)
(D) (E) (F)
Figure 6. Profiles of PREM (black), STW105 (red), AK135f (green) and SNA (blue) through the crust and upper mantle. Panels (a)–(c) show the shear
modulus, bulk modulus and density profiles, respectively. Panels (d)–(f) show the differences in shear modulus, bulk modulus and density, respectively, relative
to PREM. Note that the elastic moduli are shown on common-log scales.
the surface with typical values for the upper crust: VP = 5800 m
s−1, VS = 3200 m s−1, and ρ = 2600 kg m−3. Profiles of the elastic
moduli and density for the reference Earth models are tabulated in
the supporting information and shown in Fig. 6. The displacement
LGFs derived from each model are depicted in Fig. 7.
Differences between predicted OTL-induced surface displace-
ments for the M2 harmonic, derived from the SNREI Earth models
depicted in Fig. 6, are shown in Fig. 8 as PMEs. Consistent with
previous studies, the largest sensitivities are observed near the coast,
or at small observer-to-load angular distances (e.g. Ito & Simons
2011; Bos et al. 2015). Rather surprisingly, STW105 exhibits the
largest discrepancies in OTL-induced displacement relative to the
other models. Although the displacement LGFs appear to suggest
strong similarities between STW105 and PREM (Fig. 7), closer in-
spection reveals that the STW105 LGFs are most discrepant relative
to themean of the fourmodels. In particular, integration of the LGFs
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(A) (B)
(C) (D)
(E) (F)
Figure 7. Displacement load Green’s functions (LGFs) in the CM reference frame for the PREM (black), STW105 (red), AK135f (green) and SNA (blue)
Earth models. The left panels show the horizontal-displacement component of the LGFs and the right panels show the vertical-displacement component. Panels
(a) and (b) depict the LGFs over the angular distance range of 0.01◦–170◦. The remaining panels show a zoomed-in section from 0.1◦–10◦. Although the LGFs
for STW105 track well the LGFs for PREM, they remain consistently negative in relation to PREM. In contrast, AK135f and SNA oscillate about PREM.
Furthermore, note that the angular distances are plotted on a common-log scale. The displacement LGFs are scaled by a factor 1012aθ , where a is Earth’s
radius (metres) and θ is the angular distance between the load point and the receiver (radians).
shows that STW105 differs from the mean integrated-response of
the four models by a factor of 0.3 per cent in the horizontal and
vertical displacement components. For PREM, AK135f and SNA,
the discrepancies are generally less than 0.1 per cent from the mean.
Note that the LGFs in Fig. 7 have been plotted on a log-scale and
that the AK135f and SNA LGFs oscillate about PREM, whereas the
STW105 LGF remains consistently negative relative to PREM.
The specific structural reasons for the discrepancies between
LGFs are not obvious, but the bulk modulus profile for STW105
remains relatively low within the upper 300 km, which might pro-
vide part of the explanation. Ultimately, despite the differences in
elastic moduli and density, the corresponding perturbations to the
LGFs, and by extension the OTL-response predictions, are very
small. Fig. 9 shows the RMS differences between the selected mod-
els. The RMS differences for the M2 tidal harmonic are largest,
a reflection of its relatively large load amplitude. Despite the large
contrast exhibited by STW105, however, the RMS differences never
exceed 0.15 mm and are significantly smaller than that for both the
O1 and Mf tides, suggesting only a subtle sensitivity to SNREI-
based structural variations. Table 2 lists the RMS differences
explicitly.
3 OBSERVATIONS
3.1 Kinematic GPS processing
For many geodetic studies, the OTL-response signal is an inconve-
nient source of noise; thus, the signal is often removed at the GPS
processing stage using forward-modelled coefficients for the domi-
nant tidal harmonics. Smaller tidal harmonics are typicallymodelled
and removed as well by interpolation of the admittance for the dom-
inant harmonics, where the admittance is assumed smooth across
each tidal constituent band (e.g. Foreman 1977; Agnew 2012). We,
however, aim to retain and isolate the OTL displacement-response
signal by initially generating sub-daily time-series of site displace-
ments and then performing harmonic analyses to extract individual
tidal harmonics.
We use GIPSY version 6.2 (Zumberge et al. 1997) in PPP mode
to process the GPS data at individual receiver sites without requir-
ing interstation double-differencing. PPP implementation relies on
precise satellite orbit and clock products determined from a global
network of GPS satellites and permanent receivers (Zumberge et al.
1997). Our data set consists of up to 14 yr of time-series from 160
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Figure 8. PMEs depicting the differences between pairs of predicted OTL-induced surface displacements for the M2 tidal harmonic computed using selected
SNREI Earth models: (a) PREM and STW105, (b) PREM and AK135f, (c) PREM and SNA, (d) STW105 and AK135f, (e) STW105 and SNA, and
(f) AK135f and SNA. In each case, we adopted FES2012 as the input ocean-tide model. The size and orientation of each ellipse represent the differential
horizontal-displacement response, with a reference ellipse shown in the lower right corner of each panel; the colour of each ellipse represents the differential
vertical-displacement response (upper colour bar). The lower colour bar depicts M2 tide amplitude in the oceans.
stations in South America. Tables of geographic coordinates and
data availability for each station are provided with the supporting
information. The median time-series length is 1760 d, or nearly 5 yr.
GIPSY performs single-receiver ambiguity resolution by estimat-
ing wide-lane and phase biases for each station individually using
double-differences relative to an extensive global network of other
ground-based stations in view of the same satellites (Bertiger et al.
2010). The wide-lane and phase bias estimates are pre-computed
and distributed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) along with
the precise satellite orbit and clock products. Our standard, kine-
matic PPP methodology involves processing 30 s data to obtain
position estimates every 5 min using a random-walk stochastic
parametrization of the position estimate. We process the data in
30 hr batches (i.e. a full day plus 3 hr on either side of the day)
and extract only the central 24 hr of positions in order to mitigate
end effects (King & Aoki 2003; King 2006; Penna et al. 2015). The
OTL displacement-response signals remain unmodelled at the GPS
processing stage. Tidal harmonics are extracted from the position
time-series using harmonic analysis (discussed later).
We use JPL’s precise satellite orbit and clock products in final
and fiducial form (‘flinnR’ format; version ‘repro2.0’). The refer-
ence frame adopted for the orbit and clock products at the time
of processing was IGS08 (Altamimi et al. 2011; Rebischung et al.
2012), which has its coordinate origin at the centre of mass of the
total Earth system (CM; Blewitt 2003; Wu et al. 2011). To ensure
consistency with the observations, we compute predictions of OTL-
induced surface displacements in the CM frame as well (Fu et al.
2012). The ocean-tide model used to develop the ‘repro2.0’ version
of the orbit and clock products was FES2004 (Lyard et al. 2006),
which did not account for the effects of tidal geocentre variations on
the altimetric observations used to constrain the ocean-tide model
(Desai & Ray 2014).
Tropospheric zenith delay terms are estimated stochastically rela-
tive to nominal values provided by theEuropeanCentre forMedium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) and mapped to lower eleva-
tion angles using the Vienna Mapping Functions (VMF1) (Boehm
et al. 2006). We apply an elevation-angle cut-off of 7◦ and assume
elevation-dependent weighting according to the square root of the
sine of the elevation. Guided by synthetic test results discussed in
Appendix A, we adopt a process noise setting for the tropospheric
zenith delay of 5.0 × 10−8 km s− 12 , or 3 mm hr− 12 (cf. Yuan &
Chao 2012; Yuan et al. 2013). Horizontal tropospheric gradient
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Figure 9. RMS differences between pairs of predicted OTL-induced surface displacements for the South America network made using selected reference
Earth models (Fig. 6). The input ocean-tide model, FES2012, remains consistent for each comparison. The ordering of the legend corresponds directly to the
ordering of the bars in the figure.
parameters are also estimated using a process noise value of 5.0 ×
10−9 km s−
1
2 , or 0.3 mm hr−
1
2 (Bar-Sever et al. 1998; Larson et al.
2010).
We apply phase-centre corrections to the receiver antennas, ex-
trapolating the models down to 7◦-elevation as needed. The effects
of solid Earth and pole tides are modelled and removed accord-
ing to IERS conventions (Petit & Luzum 2010). The JPL orbit and
clock products did not include a second-order ionospheric correc-
tion at the time of our analysis. Since using different correction
factors for a PPP analysis compared with those adopted by the orbit
and clock products can lead to artefacts in the position estimates,
we opted instead for first-order ionospheric corrections in our PPP
computations to mitigate any potential bias.
The choice of stochastic parameters for the station-position esti-
mates can critically control the ability to resolve an OTL-response
signal. For a random-walk formulation, overly strict stochastic pa-
rameters can dampen the true signal due to excessive smoothing.
In contrast, overly loose stochastic parameters, such as in the ex-
treme case of a white-noise parametrization, might unnecessarily
keep noise levels high and therefore reduce the ability to extract the
signal of interest (e.g. Larson et al. 2001; King & Aoki 2003). To
explore the trade-off, we performed a second series of synthetic tests
to determine an appropriate coordinate process noise setting, which
we ultimately set to 5.0 × 10−7 km s− 12 . Details of the synthetic
tests are provided in Appendix A.
3.2 Harmonic analysis
The forcing function that generates the tides, i.e. the astronomical
ephemeris, may be broken down into discrete periods that can be
combined algebraically to excite responses within and on the Earth
that are also periodic. A tidal harmonic, n, may be characterized by
a harmonic expression of the form (e.g. Foreman et al. 2009):
An fn(t) cos(Vn(t) + un(t) − φn), (2)
where An is the amplitude of tidal harmonic n, Vn represents the
astronomical argument relative to the Greenwich Meridian at time
t, and φn is the phase lag in degrees measured relative to the equi-
librium tide observed at Greenwich. We adopt the convention of
phase lags positive. The time-dependent factors fn and un correct
for amplitude and phase modulations that arise due to the pres-
ence of subsidiary peaks in the frequency domain, which alter the
complex-valued amplitude of a primary harmonic over time (e.g.
Foreman 1977; Foreman et al. 2009). The subsidiary harmonics
are most commonly separated from a main harmonic by cycles of
the lunar perigee (8.85 yr) and lunar ascending node (18.6 yr). Some
harmonics are also separated by the cycles of perihelion, but since
the period of perihelion is so long (>20 000 yr), they are often
neglected. Following Foreman et al. (2009), we update the astro-
nomical argument as well as the amplitude- and phase-modulation
factors at every epoch in the time-series.
For the selection of primary harmonics, we consider the Rayleigh
criterion (with a cut-off factor of 1.1 cycles) to determine the abil-
ity to separate two constituents in the frequency domain over a
given time span of observations. To prevent aliasing, we only con-
sider harmonics that have frequencies less than half the sampling
rate. We perform the Rayleigh comparison in hierarchical fash-
ion, beginning with the largest-amplitude harmonics, based on the
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Figure 10. The left panels show time-series of GPS-inferred receiver positions (top panel in each pair) and residuals (bottom panel in each pair) for station
RIO2 during one week in 2010. Each pair of panels depicts the data (blue dots), model fit (solid black line) and residuals (black dots) for each spatial component
of the displacement. The fits to the data for each component, which were made to the full 7 yr time-series, include tidal harmonics and a linear trend term; the
mean has been subtracted from the position estimates. The right panels show histograms of residuals from the full 7 yr time-series for the east- (top), north-
(centre) and vertical-displacement (bottom) components.
Cartwright–Taylor–Edden (CTE) equilibrium tide catalogue
(Cartwright & Taylor 1971; Cartwright & Edden 1973).
In the pelagic ocean, where the tide amplitudes are much smaller
than the water depth and the tide wavelengths are much longer
than the water depth, the tides are well described by the astronom-
ical harmonics. In shallow seas and estuaries, however, nonlinear
effects become important and produce higher-order harmonics, in-
cluding overtides and compound tides (e.g. Doodson & Warburg
1941; Doodson 1957; Parker 2007; Pugh & Woodworth 2014). We
account for contributions to the time-series by a selection of non-
linear, or shallow-water, harmonics that arise from distortions and
interactions of the semi-diurnal and diurnal astronomical harmon-
ics. We follow the suggestions of Godin (1972) and Foreman (1977)
to guide our selection and ordering of shallow-water harmonics to
test using the Rayleigh criterion. We also refrain from including a
particular shallow-water harmonic until all of its contributing as-
tronomical tides have also been included. A complete list of the
nonlinear harmonics used in our study is provided with the support-
ing information.
Fig. 10 shows an example of our model fit to a kinematic GPS
time-series. In this particular case, the fit was made to 7 yr of
data recorded at coastal station RIO2, from which we extracted
a random snapshot of one week. To clean the data prior to the
harmonic analysis, we removed isolated segments that spanned less
than 30 d and that were separated from other data in the time-series
by more than 60 d. We also removed large outliers prior to the
harmonic analysis based on a running median absolute deviation,
with a cut-off criterion of three standard deviations. Further details
of our estimation procedure are discussed in Appendix B. After
deriving an initial solution for the complex-valued amplitudes of
the tidal harmonics, we applied a sidereal filter (20-day window)
to the residuals to estimate the contribution of repeating multipath
signals to the original time-series. An estimate of the multipath was
made for every 5 min epoch in the time-series by averaging nearby
position estimates, within a 10 d window on either side of each
epoch, that were separated in time by integer multiples of the 23.93
hr sidereal day (rounded to the nearest epoch). We then removed
the receiver-specific multipath signals from the original time-series
and re-estimated the harmonic coefficients.
3.3 Residuals
The comparisons of predictedOTL-induced site displacements from
Sections 2.1 and 2.2 provide a general appreciation for the sensi-
tivity of Earth’s elastic response to different load and structural
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Figure 11. Observed and predicted OTL-induced surface displacements for the M2 (top), O1 (centre) and Mf (bottom) tidal harmonics. The colour bars on
the left denote tidal amplitudes. The colour bars on the right denote OTL-induced vertical displacements. The size and orientation of each ellipse indicate the
horizontal-displacement response, with a reference ellipse shown in the lower-right corner of each panel. The predictions were computed using PREM and the
FES2012 ocean-tide model. Since the PMEs do not show phase information explicitly, we include vector diagrams of the residuals between the observed and
predicted OTL-induced displacements with the supporting information.
model inputs. To ascertain the applicability of the models to the
South American continent, however, we must compare the predic-
tions against GPS-inferred observations of OTL-induced surface
displacements. In particular, we are motivated to explore the suit-
ability of different elastic Earth models with application to the
South American continent, which has been shown by seismic to-
mography to support a deep cratonic keel (Supporting Infirmation
Fig. S5).
The observational results for the M2, O1 and Mf tidal harmonics
are shown in Fig. 11 as PMEs at each of the GPS stations con-
sidered in our analysis. The figure also shows a corresponding set
of predictions derived from PREM and FES2012 using our con-
volution software LoadDef. In general, the observations and pre-
dictions show great resemblance for each harmonic, including the
small-amplitude Mf harmonic. One notable discrepancy between
observations and predictions, however, is the apparent northward
offset of the vertical-displacement response for the Mf harmonic
seen in the mid-continent (Fig. 11, panels e and f, 30◦S–10◦S). In
particular, the smallest response amplitudes for the vertical compo-
nent occur further to the north in the observational results (panel
e) relative to the predicted results (panel f). Since the observations
exhibit spatial coherency, the offset is unlikely to result solely from
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Figure 12. Residuals between observed and predicted OTL-induced surface displacements for the M2 harmonic, shown as PMEs. The size and orientation of
each ellipse represent the residual horizontal-displacement response; the colour of each ellipse represents the residual vertical-displacement response (upper
colour bar). A mean particle motion ellipse (common-mode component) has been removed from the residual displacements in each panel (shown in the black
box inset). The lower colour bar depicts the M2 tide amplitude. The predicted OTL-induced displacements were computed using the following ocean and Earth
model combinations: (a) PREM and FES2012; (b) STW105 and FES2012; (c) SNA and FES2012; (d) PREM and TPXO8-Atlas; (e) PREM and EOT11A; and
(f) PREM and GOT4.10. Here, we have excluded stations that recorded less than 1000 d of data in addition to the stations already removed near the Amazon
basin and Patagonian shelf; a total of 97 stations remain.
random observational error. Uncertainties in the ocean-tide models,
which are difficult to constrain for the small-amplitude long-period
tides, might account for some of the spatial discrepancy.
Fig. 12 shows the residuals between observed and predicted
OTL-induced surface displacements for the M2 tidal harmonic
based on multiple forward models. The common-mode components
(network-mean OTL-induced displacements) have been removed
(boxed PMEs). From Fig. 12, we note two important results. First,
the residuals remain consistent across the various forward models.
The consistency in the residuals, regardless of the SNREI Earth
model or ocean-tide model used to generate the predictions, im-
plies a general insensitivity to variations in the particular forward
models considered here. Second, each unique set of residuals (e.g.
panel a of Fig. 12) exhibits a regional spatial coherency. Random
observational errors are unlikely to produce such systematic results.
We therefore suggest that the spatially non-random patterns of the
PMEs across South America might result from deficiencies in our
forward-model assumptions, such as spherical symmetry and pure
frequency-independent elasticity.
Figs 13 and 14 show the residuals for the O1 andMf tidal harmon-
ics, respectively, also with the common-mode component removed.
The residuals for O1 and Mf are smaller than for M2, albeit not sub-
stantially. As with M2, the residuals remain consistent regardless of
the adopted forward model, corroborating the general insensitivity
to choice of SNREI Earth model and modern ocean-tide model at
the precision of the observations. In contrast to the residuals for
M2, the residuals for O1 and Mf lack pronounced regional spatial
coherency. However, some of the O1 residual ellipses appear to
be oriented in the direction of maximum loading, potentially in-
dicating forward-model deficiencies (cf. Fig. 8). Moreover, some
of the smaller Mf residual ellipses appear to be systematically ori-
ented in the east–west direction. Figs 16 and 17 show the RMS
misfits between the observed and predicted OTL-induced surface
displacements derived from combinations of ocean-tide and
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Figure 13. Same as Fig. 12, but for the O1 tidal harmonic. Note, however, that the scales for the ellipses and ocean-tide amplitude differ from Fig. 12.
SNREI-Earth models, respectively. Table 3 lists the RMS misfits
explicitly.
3.4 Uncertainty estimates
To estimate the statistical significance of the residuals relative to
observational noise levels, we compute errors for the derived ampli-
tude and phase parameters using the techniques outlined in Pawlow-
icz et al. (2002). In particular, we determined the average power
spectral density of the post-fit residuals within a frequency window
of width 0.4 cycles per day centred around each tidal harmonic.
The width of the frequency window is chosen such that the power
spectrum may be assumed approximately flat within the window.
A representative power spectrum is provided with the supporting
information.
Since the average power spectral density provides a variance es-
timate for the harmonic coefficients (c and s in eq. B7), we must
also map the error estimates into amplitude and phase values. We
use a parametric bootstrap algorithm to derive distributions of sev-
eral thousand amplitude and phase values for each harmonic. To
derive each instance, we add noise to the original amplitude and
phase values based on randomly selected samples from a normal
distribution, with the variance of the normal distribution determined
from the power spectra. Standard statistical analyses may then be
performed on the bootstrapped distributions. The results are shown
as PMEs in Fig. 15. Complete tables of the observed OTL-induced
surface displacements, including error estimates, are provided with
the supporting information.
To verify the appropriateness of the error estimates, we made
a second assessment of the observational uncertainties using an
alternative technique. For the second method, we performed inde-
pendent harmonic analyses on yearly chunks of time-series data. For
thirteen stations that recorded at least 10 yr of data, we computed
statistics on the distributions of harmonic coefficients derived from
the yearly analyses. The 2σ standard deviations for the amplitudes
and phases are listed in Table 4. Although the estimates may seem
relatively high, in this case we have only performed the harmonic
analyses on up to 1 yr of data at a time, rather than on multiple years
of data. Performing the power-spectrum analysis (Method 1) on a
single year of data also shows similarly larger errors (Table 4, centre
columns) and provides an additional level of confidence in the error
estimates. Moreover, the estimates of observational uncertainty are
generally consistent with the 0.2 mm level uncertainties derived by
Penna et al. (2015) through rigorous synthetic testing.
The accuracy of the harmonic estimates generally improves with
longer time spans of data. Since good convergence for the lunar-
derived harmonics may be achieved with at least ∼1000 d of data
(Yuan et al. 2013) and the median time-series length for our station
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Figure 14. Same as Fig. 12, but for the Mf tidal harmonic. Note, however, that the scales for the ellipses and ocean-tide amplitude differ from Fig. 12.
The GOT4.10 model does not include Mf; therefore, panel (f) shows the residuals between the observed and predicted OTL-induced surface displacements
computed using AK135f and FES2012.
Table 3. RMS misfits between observed and predicted OTL-induced surface displacements (from Figs 16 and 17). Solid Earth body tides were removed
according to IERS conventions at the GPS processing stage. A common-mode component (network-mean OTL-induced displacement) was also removed prior
to the RMS computation. The SNREI-Earth and ocean-tide models used in each comparison are noted in the first column of the table.
Observational residuals
East (mm) North (mm) Vertical (mm)
M2 O1 Mf M2 O1 Mf M2 O1 Mf
STW105 & FES2012 0.237 0.125 0.082 0.255 0.130 0.073 0.342 0.206 0.251
AK135f & FES2012 0.180 0.124 0.081 0.234 0.128 0.073 0.340 0.207 0.251
SNA & FES2012 0.188 0.124 0.081 0.239 0.129 0.072 0.330 0.205 0.251
PREM & FES2012 0.177 0.124 0.081 0.234 0.127 0.072 0.319 0.205 0.251
PREM & TPXO8-Atlas 0.167 0.129 0.078 0.253 0.130 0.074 0.298 0.214 0.248
PREM & EOT11A 0.163 0.118 0.079 0.248 0.127 0.072 0.340 0.208 0.249
PREM & GOT4.10 0.195 0.127 – 0.237 0.129 – 0.321 0.210 –
network is nearly 5 yr, we elect to exclude all stations that recorded
less than 1000 d of data from the RMS computations. As stated
previously, we also removed nineteen stations with demonstrable
sensitivity to large ocean-tide model errors around Patagonia and
the Amazon delta. Unless stated otherwise, we retain the short-
record stations in the figures showing PMEs, which we distinguish
from the long-record stations by white-outlined PMEs (e.g. Fig. 11).
4 D ISCUSS ION
We have derived observations and predictions of OTL-induced sur-
face displacements across South America for the M2, O1 and Mf
tidal harmonics. For each harmonic, the observed OTL responses
exhibit spatiotemporal coherency andmatch the predicted responses
at most stations to within about 0.3 mm (Figs 11–14). Both
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Figure 15. Observational uncertainties computed from a windowed power spectrum and bootstrap analysis (see the text for details). The left panels show
2σ standard-deviation (SD) error ellipses for the observed OTL-induced surface displacements. Specifically, the size of each ellipse denotes the horizontal-
amplitude uncertainty in both the east and north components; the colour of each ellipse denotes the vertical-amplitude uncertainty. Phase-uncertainty information
is not displayed, but may be found in tables supplied with the supporting information. For comparison, the right panels (b, d, and f) show the residual surface
displacements derived from PREM and FES2012, reproduced from Figs 12(a), 13(a) and 14(a). The ellipses and vertical-displacements (right colour bars) are
shown on the same scale to facilitate comparison. Note that the horizontal scale for the M2 residuals shown in panel b differs from the scale in Fig. 12(a) by a
factor of two. The left colour bars show tidal amplitude in the oceans.
modelling and observational uncertainties contribute to the sub-
millimetre residuals, and an improved understanding of each con-
tribution may potentially be used to refine ocean-tide models and to
constrain solid Earth structure. In particular, we find large uniform-
displacement components in the differences between predicted
OTL-induced site displacements for various ocean-tide models.
Removal of the ‘common-mode’ component (network-mean OTL-
induced displacement) significantly reduces the discrepancies be-
tween predictions of OTL response made using different ocean-tide
models (Figs 4 and 5). Moreover, the residuals between the ob-
served and predicted OTL-induced surface displacements are also
substantially reduced by removing the common-mode component,
particularly for the O1 harmonic (Fig. 13).
Although a detailed investigation into the origin(s) of the
common-mode component is beyond the scope of this paper, we
suggest that large ocean-tide model uncertainties in the polar re-
gions, such as under the Antarctic ice shelves, could contribute
to the offset in OTL-induced displacement. Direct differences be-
tween three pairs of ocean-tide models reveal large discrepancies
in the polar regions around both the Arctic and the Antarctic
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Table 4. Error estimates for the observational results from 13 stations that operated for periods of at least 10 yr: BELE, BOMJ, BRAZ, CUIB, IGM1, IMPZ,
POAL, RECF, RIOD, SMAR, TUCU, UNSA and VICO. All errors are quoted as 2σ standard deviations from the mean. We directly compare two methods for
computing the errors based on the same set of stations. For Method 1, we computed the errors based on an analysis of the power spectrum around each tidal
harmonic, following the techniques discussed in Pawlowicz et al. (2002). We performed Method 1 with the full data sets (>10 yr) at each station as well as just
for 1 yr of data during 2013. For Method 2, we processed the data at each station in yearly chunks and then performed a statistical analysis of the resulting sets
of amplitude and phase parameters.
Observational error analysis
Method 1 (full data set) Method 1 (1 yr) Method 2 (yearly chunks)
M2 O1 Mf M2 O1 Mf M2 O1 Mf
East amplitude (mm) 0.036 0.046 0.070 0.123 0.154 0.283 0.193 0.210 0.212
East phase (◦) 0.913 1.316 11.666 3.090 4.656 66.316 4.625 4.928 39.738
North amplitude (mm) 0.036 0.041 0.069 0.125 0.140 0.273 0.209 0.267 0.301
North phase (◦) 0.613 1.353 9.573 2.220 5.575 27.520 2.936 5.600 39.814
Vertical amplitude (mm) 0.147 0.161 0.206 0.469 0.515 0.674 0.600 0.588 0.720
Vertical phase (◦) 0.931 4.396 46.217 3.055 16.031 58.333 4.500 18.170 123.031
Figure 16. RMSmisfits between observed and predicted OTL-induced surface displacements made using selected ocean-tide models. In each case, we adopted
the SNREI Earth structure of PREM. As with all other RMS computations, we excluded stations immediately adjacent to the Amazon river delta and the
Patagonian shelf (Fig. 4) as well as stations that recorded less than 1000 d of data (Table 4). The hatching on the bars shows the RMS misfits after the removal
of the common-mode component.
(Fig. 2). In Fig. 18, we partition the direct differences for the
M2 harmonic into latitude bands and compute the predicted
displacement response in South America due to the discrepan-
cies between ocean-tide models. Note the strong north–south
trend in the PMEs in response to the southern-most band from
90◦S to 60◦S (Fig. 18, panel f; cf. Fig. 3). Significant contribu-
tions, however, also come from mid-latitude bands. Similar fig-
ures showing the comparisons between FES2012 and GOT4.10 as
well as FES2012 and EOT11A are included with the supporting
information.
We suggest that a second contributor to the common-mode com-
ponent could involve reference-frame inconsistencies. Reference-
frame inconsistencies can manifest at several points in an analysis
of OTL response. First, if the load Green’s functions used to predict
the OTL-induced surface displacements are computed in a refer-
ence frame that differs from that of the observations, then errors
of order 1–2 mm may arise in the residual displacements (e.g. Fu
et al. 2012). The JPL orbit and clock products used in our analysis
(version ‘repro2.0’) were referenced to CM; therefore, we trans-
formed the load Green’s functions to the CM frame prior to the
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Figure 17. Same as Fig. 16, but showing the RMS misfits between observed and predicted OTL-induced surface displacements made using selected SNREI
Earth models. In each case, we adopted the FES2012 ocean-tide model. The orange bars (PREM) therefore match exactly the orange bars (FES2012) in Fig. 16.
convolutionwith a loadmodel (eq. 1). Second, sincemost ocean-tide
models are constrained by satellite altimetry, with orbits typically
referenced to CM (Desai et al. 2014), the altimetric observations
of sea-surface height must be adjusted for load-induced variations
in the geocentre (Desai & Ray 2014). Fig. 19 shows the vector
differences between predicted OTL-induced surface displacements
computed using GOT4.10c and GOT4.10. The two ocean-tide mod-
els differ only in one aspect: the altimetric measurements used to
constrain GOT4.10c were adjusted for tidal geocentre variations,
whereas the measurements used to constrain GOT4.10 were not.
Desai & Ray (2014) demonstrated that, by accounting for the ef-
fects of tidal geocentre variations on altimetry-based observations
of sea-surface height, the residual variance between ocean-tidemod-
els and bottom-pressure observations could be improved by up to
30–40 per cent, with the O1 and K1 tidal harmonics exhibiting the
largest variance reduction. For South America, the average vector
differences between predicted OTL-induced surface displacements
computed using GOT4.10c and GOT4.10 for the M2 harmonic are
0.13, 0.29, and 0.24 mm in the east, north, and vertical components,
respectively (denoted by the mean ellipse in panel b of Fig. 19). The
average vector differences for the O1 harmonic are 0.26, 0.40, and
0.12 mm in the east, north, and vertical components, respectively
(panel d of Fig. 19). Since the geocentre-motion correction is pri-
marily a degree-1 adjustment, the substantial diminishment of the
inter-model response differences after the removal of the common-
mode component is not surprising. Thus, removing the common-
mode factor can effectively eliminate OTL-response discrepancies
due to inconsistent reference frames. Third, the development of
CM-referenced orbit and clock products for the GPS processing
requires an input ocean-tide model to account for load-induced
displacements. We used JPL orbit and clock products version ‘re-
pro2.0’ for our GPS processing, which adopted FES2004 (Lyard
et al. 2006) as the input ocean-tide model. The altimetric measure-
ments used to constrain FES2004 were not corrected for the effects
of tidal geocentre variations (Desai & Ray 2014). To our knowl-
edge, none of the ocean-tide models compared in Section 2.1 were
adjusted to account for geocentre motion, and should therefore be
internally consistent with the ‘repro2.0’ orbit and clock products.
Interestingly, prior to removal of the common-mode component,
the residuals between observed and predicted OTL-induced surface
displacements are smaller for predictionsmade usingGOT4.10 than
for predictions made using GOT4.10c (Fig. 16). Consistent with the
results of Desai & Ray (2014), the discrepancies are largest for the
O1 tidal harmonic. Furthermore, the discrepancies effectively van-
ish after removal of the common-mode component, as expected for
a reference-frame inconsistency (cf. Fig. 19). Future investigations
should explore these matters further and consistently use geocentre-
corrected ocean-tide models for both the development of the GPS
orbit and clock products (now available in version ‘repro2.1’ of the
JPL orbit and clock products) as well as for the computation of the
predicted OTL-induced surface displacements.
Regardless of the origin of the common-mode component, how-
ever, the removal of the network-mean OTL-induced displacement
can significantly reduce the magnitude of the residuals (Figs 12–
14). With the size of the residuals reduced, the remaining response
appears markedly non-random for the M2 harmonic (Fig. 12),
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Figure 18. Predicted M2 OTL-induced surface displacements across South America due to the direct differences between the ocean-tide models FES2012
and TPXO8-Atlas, partitioned into six latitudinal bands: (a) 60◦–90◦N, (b) 30◦–60◦N, (c) 0◦–30◦N, (d) 30◦–0◦S, (e) 60◦–30◦S and (f) 90◦–60◦S. Note that
the PMEs in panel (f), derived from ocean-tide model discrepancies around the Antarctic continent, are oriented strongly in the north–south direction and
exhibit non-diminishing amplitudes as a function of distance from the coast (cf. Fig. 3). The colour bar to the left of panel (e) represents the magnitude of the
vector differences between ocean-tide models and the colour bar to the right of panel (f) represents the predicted OTL-induced vertical displacement due to the
ocean-tide differences.
suggesting that random GPS measurement errors probably do not
account for a majority of the discrepancy between observations and
predictions. In contrast, the smaller amplitude harmonics, O1 and
Mf, show less obvious signs of regional spatial coherency and are
closer to the level of observational uncertainty due to random errors
(Fig. 15). The consistency between forward models, observed most
prominently after the removal of the common-mode component,
indicates that the sensitivity to errors in the ocean-tide models may
no longer be a limiting factor in predicting OTL-induced surface
displacements (Figs 12–14).
With the common-mode component removed, the sensitivity to
choice of ocean model is reduced to a level comparable with the
sensitivity to choice of SNREI Earth model. In both cases, the re-
sponse differences between forward models are predominantly less
than 0.1mm. Thus, to discern the appropriateness of onemodel over
another, the observed OTL-induced surface displacements would
need to be accurate to at least within 0.1 mm and often much bet-
ter. From comparisons of SNREI Earth models, the discrepancies
between predicted OTL-induced displacements for our station net-
work are generally on the order of 0.1mm for theM2 tidal harmonic,
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Figure 19. Vector differences between predicted OTL-induced surface displacements computed using the GOT4.10c and GOT4.10 ocean-tide models. The
direct differences between the ocean-tide models, shown in the global maps to the left for the M2 (top) and O1 (bottom) tidal harmonics, reflect the influence
of tidal geocentre variations on the satellite altimetry measurements of sea-surface height that are used to constrain the ocean-tide models. The elastic surface
displacements generated by loading due to the direct differences between GOT4.10c and GOT4.10 are shown in panel (a) for the M2 harmonic and in panel
(c) for the O1 harmonic. Panels (b) and (d) show the remaining elastic surface displacements after a common-mode component (mean ellipse outlined by the
black box) is removed.
0.01 mm for the O1 tidal harmonic, and 0.001 mm (1 micron!) for
the Mf tidal harmonic (Table 2). At this level of sensitivity, sup-
porting or rejecting SNREI Earth models based on measurements
of OTL response remains tenuous, given the observational uncer-
tainties. The large-amplitude M2 and, perhaps, O1 OTL responses
provide the most promising outlooks at present.
The final set of residuals, between observations and predictions
for our station network, exhibits RMS misfits of order 0.1–0.3 mm
for each spatial component and tidal harmonic (Figs 16 and 17).
Differences between the ocean-tide models or SNREI Earth mod-
els probably cannot account for all of the misfit. Indeed, swapping
out the various forward models has little effect on the size of the
RMSmisfits after the common-mode component has been removed.
Even the Earthmodel designed to represent stable continental shield
structure, SNA, does not generate significantly better predictions of
the OTL-induced surface displacements for South America than
the globally averaged models. Other contributors to the misfit in-
clude observational uncertainties (e.g. GPS data acquisition, GPS
data processing, harmonic analysis) and deficiencies in the forward
model (e.g. numerical integration of eq. 1, spatial variations in sea-
water density, deviations from SNREI structure).
We estimated the observational error using two different tech-
niques, which yielded similar results (Table 4). Processing multiple
years of data in a single inversion clearly has the potential to improve
the accuracy of observed OTL-induced surface displacements, ev-
idenced by the reduction of error for analyses of several years of
data compared to analyses of one year of data. In particular, for thir-
teen stations with long data records (>10 yr), we estimate that the
horizontal-displacement errors for the M2 and O1 tidal harmonics
are, remarkably, less than 0.1 mm at two standard deviations, which
rivals the sensitivity to choice of ocean-tidemodel and SNREI Earth
structure for many of the stations in the South America network.
In general, the residuals derived for the M2 tidal harmonic in
South America significantly outweigh the two-sigma observational
uncertainties (Fig. 15), leaving open the possibility to invert for
structural deficiencies at that frequency. Furthermore, the spa-
tiotemporal characteristics of the M2 residuals remain regionally
coherent as well as consistent between forward models (Fig. 12),
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indicating that all of the RMSmisfit cannot apparently be explained
by errors in the observations and adopted forward models. Rather,
we suggest that a significant part of the RMS misfit may be due to
deviations from our assumed SNREI Earth structure, such as later-
ally heterogeneous and anelastic material properties (e.g. Latychev
et al. 2009; Yuan et al. 2013; Bos et al. 2015).
Deficiencies in the solid Earth body tide (SEBT) model, removed
at the GPS processing stage, could also contribute to the resid-
ual displacements; however, solid Earth body tides operate at very
long (global) wavelengths and would thus produce residuals coher-
ent across similarly large scales. Such long-wavelength coherency
in the residuals could consequently contribute to the common-
mode component for a regional GPS network. The removal of a
uniform-displacement component from residual OTL-induced sur-
face displacements at each station could therefore eliminate infor-
mation about the long-wavelength deficiencies in the SEBT model.
Notwithstanding, a significant contribution to the common-mode
component appears to be derived from inaccuracies in the ocean-
tide models as well as inconsistencies in reference frames.
For the O1 tidal harmonic, the residuals are more comparable
to the noise levels, but nevertheless appear to exceed slightly the
level of uncertainty at many of the South America stations and
particularly in the horizontal components (Figs 15c and d, Tables 4
and 3). Fig. 13 shows consistency between forwardmodels and some
evidence for regional spatial coherency. In particular, some of the
ellipses are oriented such that the semi-major axis points toward the
maximum load amplitude. For the Mf tidal harmonic, the residuals
are close to or below the level of observational uncertainty at most
stations and therefore less conclusive (Fig. 15). The observed OTL-
induced surface displacements, however, exhibit spatial coherency
as well as a coherent northward offset in the vertical component of
the displacements relative to the predictions (Figs 11e and f).
5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUS IONS
We derived OTL-induced surface displacements from sub-daily
GPS time-series using kinematic PPP and harmonic analysis for
a network of stations in Brazil, Argentina, and Uruguay. After a
common-mode component representing the network-mean OTL
response is removed from each station, the misfits between the
observed and predicted OTL-induced displacements are approx-
imately 0.1–0.3 mm for the dominant tidal harmonics in three
distinct frequency bands: M2, O1 and Mf. An assessment of the
observational error suggests that, at least for the M2 harmonic and
sufficiently long time-series, the OTL-response residuals exceed
random noise from the data processing. Therefore, OTL-response
residuals may potentially be used to refine ocean-tide models and
to constrain solid-Earth structure.
Comparisons of forward-modelled predictions for South Amer-
ica suggest that the sensitivity to choice of ocean-tide model still
generally exceeds the sensitivity to choice of SNREI reference
Earthmodel, albeit not substantially. Removal of the common-mode
component across the network substantially reduces the discrepan-
cies between ocean-tide models. We suggest that possible sources
for the common-mode component might include deficiencies in
the ocean-tide models at high latitude, and reference-frame incon-
sistencies. Based on comparisons of selected ocean-tide models
and SNREI Earth models, RMS differences between predictions
of OTL-induced displacements are at the sub-mm level for each
harmonic considered, and often much less than 0.1 mm.
We find evidence for regional spatial coherency in the residu-
als between observed and predicted OTL-induced displacements
that remain consistent for a variety of ocean-tide and SNREI-Earth
model combinations. We postulate that part of the spatial coherency
could be attributed to deficiencies in the a prioriEarthmodel, which
would undoubtedly include deviations from an assumed SNREI
structure (e.g. anelasticity, anisotropy, and lateral heterogeneities).
As ocean-tide models, OTL-response modelling, and data process-
ing methods continue to improve, the ability to probe Earth struc-
ture through observations of OTL-induced surface displacements
becomes increasingly tractable.
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bands.
Figure S12. Predicted M2 OTL-induced surface displacements in
South America due to the direct differences between the ocean
tide models FES2012 and EOT11A, partitioned into six latitudinal
bands.
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ity, density, bulk modulus, and shear modulus for the isotropic
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(PREM) used in our study.
Data set S3. Same as Data set S2, but for reference model STW105.
Data set S4. Same as Data set S2, but for reference model AK135f.
Data set S5. Same as Data set S2, but for model SNA.
Data set S6. Displacement load Green’s functions (LGFs) for
PREM in the CM reference frame.
Data set S7. Displacement LGFs for STW105 in the CM reference
frame.
Data set S8. Displacement LGFs for AK135f in the CM reference
frame.
Data set S9. Displacement LGFs for SNA in the CM reference
frame.
Data set S10. A compressed file containing the observed OTL-
induced surface displacements forGPS receivers in the SouthAmer-
ica network.
Data set S11. A compressed file containing the predicted OTL-
induced surface displacements for multiple ocean tide and SNREI
Earth model combinations.
Data set S12. A table of the non-linear shallow-water tides consid-
ered in our analysis.
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APPENDIX A : PROCESS NOISE
SETT INGS FOR GPS ANALYS IS
We performed basic synthetic tests to inform our selection of ap-
propriate coordinate and tropospheric process noise settings for the
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GPS data processing. We generated the synthetic signals within
GIPSY by differencing pre-fit residuals computed using two dif-
ferent OTL-response models: (1) the OTL-response model for a
coastal station in Brazil with a large offshore tide (‘master site’)
and (2) the OTL-response model at a separate station in the net-
work (‘test site’). We selected six test sites for our analysis, each
exhibiting small OTL-response amplitudes relative to the master
site. The displacement-response signal at the master site has a ver-
tical amplitude of 3.69 cm for the M2 harmonic, whereas the M2
displacement-response amplitudes at the test sites do not exceed
1 cm.
We then added the differenced pre-fit-residuals to the raw GPS
data of each test site as modifications to the pseudorange and phase
observables for each transmitter-receiver pair in the GIPSY quick-
measurement files. The raw GPS data contain information about the
actual OTL response at each test site; thus, when the differenced
pre-fit residuals (i.e. master-site residuals − test-site residuals) are
added to the original data, the revised data should contain only the
OTL-response signal for the master site, along with any pre-existing
noise and non-tidal signals. Note that we deliberately selected test
sites with small OTL-response amplitudes, since errors in our pre-
diction of the tidal response signals at the test sites can bias our
attempts to recover the synthetic tidal signal (i.e. the predicted OTL
response at the master site). All synthetic tests used up to one
year of data from 2010 at each of the six test stations in South
America.
To guide our exploration of coordinate process noise values to
test, we first computed a range of theoretically suitable values. We
estimated the instantaneous velocity, vinst, experienced by any given
station as:
vinst = d
dt
(A cosωt) = −A ω sinωt, (A1)
where A is the signal amplitude, ω is the frequency of the signal,
and t is time. The absolute value of the instantaneous velocity given
by eq. (A1) is maximized when the quantity sinωt = ±1, which
occurs at the maximum slope of the harmonic wave. For the M2
tidal harmonic, ω = 0.5059 rad hr−1 and the response amplitudes
in South America reach as high as ∼4 cm. Thus, the maximum
instantaneous velocity, vmax, expected for our network is ∼20 mm
hr−1.
To parametrize the coordinate process noise within GIPSY, one
must specify the variance per unit time of the allowed site displace-
ment (or, more specifically, the square root of the variance per unit
time). Constraints that are too strict will bias the solutions, whereas
constraints that are too loose will retain large data outliers. Follow-
ing Elosegui et al. (1996), the variance per unit time, σ 2RW, may be
related to the maximum site velocity, vmax, and the time between
solution epochs, t, by a constant of proportionality, ξRW, known
as the dynamic resolution parameter:
ξRW = σRW
vmax
√
t
. (A2)
For ξRW  1, solutions will be weakly constrained; for ξRW  1,
solutions will be tightly constrained. Elosegui et al. (1996) opted
for a ‘standard’, yet somewhat arbitrary, value of ξRW = 10. For
vmax = 20 mm hr−1 and t = 300 s between solution epochs, a
plausible range of random-walk standard deviations to test should
include 1.9 × 10−7 < σRW < 1.9 × 10−6 km s− 12 , corresponding to
dynamic resolution parameters in the range of 2 < ξRW < 20.
The root-mean-square (RMS) misfits between the recovered and
synthetic signals, averaged across all six test stations, are shown in
Fig. A1. We examined six settings for the coordinate process noise:
1.0 × 10−8, 1.0 × 10−7, 3.0 × 10−7, 5.0 × 10−7, 7.0 × 10−7 and
1.0 × 10−3 km s− 12 . In each case, we held the process noise setting
for the tropospheric zenith delay fixed at 5.0 × 10−8 km s− 12 , which
is the GIPSY-recommended value for slow-moving platforms. We
find that the tightest random-walk constraint we considered, 1.0
× 10−8 km s− 12 , severely dampens the amplitudes of the station-
position estimates and of the recovered tidal signals. The constraint
of 1.0 × 10−7 km s− 12 also somewhat overdamped the recovered
tidal response, particularly for the vertical component of the M2
harmonic. The exceptionally loose random-walk constraint of 1.0
× 10−3 km s− 12 produced good amplitude recovery of the synthetic
tidal response, but also limited the constraint on the noise. Tests of
intermediary values revealed that a coordinate process noise value
of 5.0 × 10−7 km s− 12 recovers both the amplitude and the phase of
the synthetic tidal response to relatively high precision. Loosening
the parameter does not significantly affect the ability to resolve the
synthetic signals, even compared with very loose parametrizations
such as 1.0 × 10−3 km s− 12 , yet any stricter constraints begin to
bias the recovered signal towards zero. Furthermore, the preferred
parametrization of 5.0× 10−7 km s− 12 is suitable for even the largest
OTL-induced surface displacements observed in SouthAmerica, yet
strict enough to limit noise substantially.
For a random-walk coordinate setting of σRW = 5.0 × 10−7 km
s−
1
2 and for t = 300 s between solution epochs, we derive a
dynamic resolution parameter of:
ξRW = σRW
vmax
√
t
= 5.0 × 10
−7
20×10−6
3600
√
300
≈ 5. (A3)
Our result of ξRW = 5 from the synthetic tests is very near to the
value adopted by Elosegui et al. (1996), albeit with a slightly tighter
constraint on the solution to limit noise contamination, thus lending
support to the validity of our preferred random-walk parametriza-
tion. The selection of a relatively tight random-walk constraint also
mitigates the effects of multipath (e.g. Larson et al. 2010).
In comparison, Penna et al. (2015) derived an optimal (minimum)
coordinate process noise setting of 3.2 × 10−6 km s− 12 , which
is somewhat looser than 5.0 × 10−7 km s− 12 . We have, however,
constructed the synthetic tests to explore the ability of the GPS
processing to retain the full OTL-response signals, as opposed to
the residuals after OTL is removed, and we find that 5.0 × 10−7 km
s−
1
2 is sufficiently loose to recover even the largest amplitude OTL
responses predicted for our station network.
In addition to the coordinate process noise setting, recovering
the OTL-response signal also depends largely on the ability to ac-
count for propagation delays in the transmitted carrier wave signals
through the troposphere (e.g. Bar-Sever et al. 1998; Dach & Diet-
rich 2000; Dragert et al. 2000; Vey et al. 2002; Khan & Scherneck
2003; Larson et al. 2010; Penna et al. 2015). The tropospheric
wet delay (non-hydrostatic) arises from the interaction between the
electromagnetic (EM) carrier wave signal and the static dipole mo-
ment of water molecules in the atmosphere (e.g. Blewitt 2015). The
tropospheric dry delay (hydrostatic) refers to the dynamic dipole
moment induced on all atmospheric molecules, including water, by
the propagating EMwave. In our analysis, we account for both types
of delays.
We find that the tropospheric zenith delays are best estimated
stochastically along with the station coordinates in a single kine-
matic run. We therefore explored the effects of varying the tropo-
spheric process noise on the ability to recover the synthetic tidal
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Figure A1. Root-mean-square (RMS) misfits between recovered and synthetic OTL-induced surface displacements. Here, we compare coordinate process
noise settings used to estimate receiver positions during the kinematic PPP GPS data processing.
response. In each test, we supplied the kinematic runs with initial
tropospheric zenith delay estimates from ECMWF. With the coor-
dinate process noise held fixed at 5.0 × 10−7 km s− 12 , we examined
five settings for the tropospheric process noise: 1.0 × 10−8, 2.5 ×
10−8, 5.0 × 10−8, 1.0 × 10−7 and 2.0 × 10−7 km s− 12 . The RMS
misfits between the recovered and synthetic OTL-response signals
for each process noise setting are depicted in Fig. A2.
The vertical-displacement component clearly exhibits greater
sensitivity to tropospheric process noise than the horizontal-
displacement components. For the M2 harmonic, the RMS mis-
fits in the vertical-displacement component are minimized for a
tropospheric process noise setting of 2.5 × 10−8 km s− 12 , fol-
lowed closely by a setting of 5.0 × 10−8 km s− 12 . For the O1
tidal harmonic, looser constraints of 1.0 × 10−7 and 2.0 × 10−7
km s−
1
2 seem more suitable, although a setting of 5.0 × 10−8 km
s−
1
2 yields similar results. The RMS misfits for the Mf harmonic
do not vary substantially with changes to the tropospheric process
noise.
Consistent with the results of Penna et al. (2015), we do not
find significant leakage of the synthetic signal between the spatial
components. The synthetic signal applied to the M2 harmonic band,
for example, had an amplitude of 36.9, 4.4, and 7.6 mm in the
vertical, east, and north components, respectively. Given that the
vector differences between the recovered and synthetic signals are
submillimetre in each component,we infer that nearly all of the input
signal for a particular coordinate maps directly into the recovered
signal for the same coordinate.
Based on the six test sites that we considered, the optimal setting
for the tropospheric process noise is not sharply defined, but a
setting of 5.0× 10−8 km s− 12 performs well overall and corresponds
to the value recommended by GIPSY for slow-moving objects. We
therefore adopt a tropospheric process noise setting of 5.0 × 10−8
km s−
1
2 for our analysis, recognizing that the truly optimal value
will likely differ between individual tidal harmonics and various
geographic locations. The optimal tropospheric process noise value
found by Penna et al. (2015), 1.0 × 10−7 km s− 12 , differs from
5.0 × 10−8 km s− 12 by only a factor of two, which might be due
in part to different climatic settings between western Europe and
South America. The two parametrizations do not, however, yield
appreciably different RMSmisfits in our analysis for South America
(Fig. A2).
The smallest RMS misfits from Figs A1 and A2 are generally
consistent with our 2σ uncertainty estimates from Table 4 for
one year of data or less. It should be recalled, however, that our
synthetic tests were developed by adding modelled OTL-response
signals to real data in the dominant tidal bands, and therefore
should not be used to make strict assertions about uncertainties
in tidal-response estimation from GPS data. Notably, any errors in
the predicted OTL response at a particular test site will be con-
tained within our RMS estimates of signal recovery, and therefore
compound the uncertainties derived from noise in the time-series.
Although injecting the synthetic signal into a non-dominant tidal
band could reduce the prediction errors considerably and thereby
allow for better estimation of the uncertainties in GPS estimates
of OTL response using synthetic tests (Penna et al. 2015), the er-
rors should remain consistent between each synthetic test and thus
should not significantly bias our selection of suitable process noise
parameters.
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Figure A2. RMS misfits between recovered and synthetic OTL-induced surface displacements. Here, we compare a selection of tropospheric process noise
settings.
APPENDIX B : HARMONIC ANALYS IS
PROCEDURE
The equation representing the model fit, Z(t), to the GPS-inferred
displacement time-series is given by
Z (t) = m0 + m1t +
N∑
n=1
An fn(t) cos(Vn(t) + un(t) − φn), (B1)
where m0 is a constant-offset term, m1 is a linear-trend term, fn
represents the harmonic-modulation correction factor for the am-
plitude, un represents the harmonic-modulation correction factor
for the phase, n represents a particular tidal harmonic, N represents
the total number of tidal harmonics used in the model, and t is
time.
We seek the set of model terms [m0, m1, An, φn] by minimizing
the misfit between data and model using an iterative re-weighted
least-squares (IRLS) approach. To perform the inversion, we first
separate the harmonic portion of eq. (B1) into in-phase and quadra-
ture components:
An fn(t) cos(Vn(t) + un(t) − φn)
= An cos(φn) fn(t) cos(Vn(t) + un(t))
+ An sin(φn) fn(t) sin(Vn(t) + un(t)). (B2)
Defining cn ≡ An cos (φn) and sn ≡ An sin (φn), eq. (B2) be-
comes:
An fn(t) cos(Vn(t) + un(t) − φn)
= cn fn(t) cos(Vn(t) + un(t))
+ sn fn(t) sin(Vn(t) + un(t)). (B3)
The amplitude and phase modulation factors, fn(t) and un(t), as well
as the astronomical argument, Vn(t), are known functions derived
from the astronomical ephemeris (e.g. Foreman 1977). We incorpo-
rate harmonic-modulation correction factors directly into the inver-
sion framework (Foreman et al. 2009), rather than apply constant
and thus approximate correction terms at the post-processing stage,
thereby allowing multiple years of data to be processed in a single
analysis.
Substituting eq. (B3) back into the full formula for a tidal signal,
eq. (B1), we have:
Z (t) = m0 + m1t +
N∑
n=1
[cn fn(t) cos(Vn(t) + un(t))
+ sn fn(t) sin(Vn(t) + un(t))]. (B4)
Eq. (B4) may now be used to invert real tidal data for the unknown
model parameters (i.e. m0, m1, cn and sn). Note that if Z0 (mean sea
level) is included as a tidal constituent, then m0 must be removed
from the model parameters to avoid ill-conditioning in the matrix
inversion.
We develop a system of linear equations of the form:
G m = d, (B5)
where d is the observed tidal data,m is a vector ofmodel parameters,
and G is a matrix of known quantities that interact with the model
parameters. We aim to match the model, Gm, with the observed
data, d, by initially minimizing the norm of the squared residuals,
and then iterating on the solution residuals. The data and model
vectors are given by
d = [d(t0) d(t1) d(t2) d(t3) d(t4) d(t5) d(t6) d(t7) · · · ]T (B6)
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and
m = [m0 m1 c1 s1 c2 s2 c3 s3 c4 s4 · · · cN sN ]T , (B7)
respectively. The subscripts for c and s represent individual tidal
harmonics (e.g. M2).
The GT matrix (transpose of G) is given by
GT =⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 1 1 · · ·
t0 t1 t2 · · ·
f1(t0) cos[V1(t0) + u1(t0)] f1(t1) cos[V1(t1) + u1(t1)] · · · · · ·
f1(t0) sin[V1(t0) + u1(t0)] f1(t1) sin[V1(t1) + u1(t1)] · · · · · ·
f2(t0) cos[V2(t0) + u2(t0)] f2(t1) cos[V2(t1) + u2(t1)] · · · · · ·
f2(t0) sin[V2(t0) + u2(t0)] f2(t1) sin[V2(t1) + u2(t1)] · · · · · ·
f3(t0) cos[V3(t0) + u3(t0)] f3(t1) cos[V3(t1) + u3(t1)] · · · · · ·
f3(t0) sin[V3(t0) + u3(t0)] f3(t1) sin[V3(t1) + u3(t1)] · · · · · ·
f4(t0) cos[V4(t0) + u4(t0)] f4(t1) cos[V4(t1) + u4(t1)] · · · · · ·
f4(t0) sin[V4(t0) + u4(t0)] f4(t1) sin[V4(t1) + u4(t1)] · · · · · ·
...
...
...
...
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
To solve for the model vector, we perform an IRLS inversion,
which evaluates a series of weighted least-squares problems that
converge to an L1-norm solution (Aster et al. 2013). The L1-norm
minimizes the absolute value of the residuals and is therefore highly
effective at down-weighting outliers. For the initial model vector, we
compute an L2-norm solution, from which a weighting matrix may
be constructed based on the residuals between the observations and
the forward model. Since the weighting matrix is a nonlinear func-
tion of the model vector, the normal equations must be solved itera-
tively. Thus, updatedmodel vectors are derived from subsequent L1-
norm solutions to the normal equations and tested against a tolerance
value. The process repeats until a suitable level of convergence is
achieved.
The resulting in-phase and quadrature coefficients for each
isolable tidal harmonic may be re-combined to obtain amplitude
and phase values
An =
√
c2n + s2n (B8)
φn = atan2(sn, cn). (B9)
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